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Abstract. The paper presents the methodology and results from a 
neural net based classification of human sperm head morphology. 
The methodology uses a preprocessing scheme in which invariant 
Fourier descriptors are lumped into “energy” bands. The result- 
ing networks are pruned using Optimal Brain Damage. Performance 
comparable to the error rate for human technicians is obtained. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Semen quality assessment is important to fertility studies and standards have 
been introduced by the World Health Organisation[l]. Recent research has 
demonstrated that semen quality has decreased by 50% during the past 50 
years in the western world, possibly as result of the increasing exposure to 
pollutants and changes in diet [4, 51. The Atlas of Sperm Morphology[2] 
defines 19 classes of sperm cells based on morphology. The characteristic ab- 
normalities involve shape modifications, including multiple heads and tails. 
Furthermore, sperm cell motility is also important for definition of abnor- 
mality. Since sperm cells show great variety, the morphological classification 
problem represents a complex task. Furthermore, the appearence of the spec- 
imen depends on several factors that are only partially controllable, such as 
reduced imaging quality, caused by co-fixation of precipitates and presence of 
non-sperm cells. Hence flexible and robust classification tools are necessary. 
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In this communication we analyse a neural net approach to automatic cell 
shape classification. Neural net learning makes it possible to compensate for 
the problems of specific imaging devices, and the user is not forced to produce 
an algorithmic description of the discriminant. Rather the same general soft- 
ware can adapt to a given setting based on examples produced by a skilled 
technician. Robustness is achieved by the networks’ ability to generalize. The 
prime objective in machine learning is the ability to discriminate appropri- 
ately for test cases, i.e., examples that are different from the examples used 
for training of the neural system. Additional robustness can be obtained by 
careful preprocessing by which we mean model-based information processing, 
such as extraction of known salient features. 

As a first step towards automatic quality assessment we have developed 
preprocessing algorithms for locating sperm cells and for extraction of salient 
features of the “head” and the “tail”. In this presentation we will discuss 
the neural classifier for head shape classification. A convenient preprocessing 
strategy for shape discrimination has been proposed by [18, 111 and is based 
on Fourier analysis. A polygon in the image plane is isomorphic to a periodic 
sequence in the complex plane. For reviews and further analysis see also 
[ll, 19, 16, 17, 14, 81. Fourier descriptors are robust to the number of points 
used in sampling the shape and readily provide features which are invariant 
to changes in position, orientation, and starting point [18, 111. 

Neural networks in conjunction with Fourier descriptors have been ap- 
plied for shape discrimination previously in [13] and more recently in [SI. 
The objective of [13] was to recognize tools from a mechanical toolbox. The 
Fourier coefficients were crudely preprocessed by keeping only a few manu- 
ally selected amplitudes. The results were promising; good performance was 
obtained with very few examples using a fully connected feed forward neural 
net trained by standard Backpropagation. However for sperm cell classifica- 
tion we have found that the inherent variability forces us to invoke optimized 
classifiers and more sophisticated preprocessing schemes. Our neural classi- 
fier approach was first described in [6], and in [8] it was tested on two sets 
of artificial cell shape data. Here we apply the system to real world data. In 
the context of cell discrimination the approach involves a new feature: the 
neural networks used have adaptive architectures. In particular, the networks 
are pruned to obtain the optimal connectivity. The advantage of the pruned 
networks is that they perform better on test data, ie. they do not simply 
memorize the training data but are able to generalize better than fully con- 
nected architectures. They are also able to select out the relevant inputs and 
thereby can mitigate the results of using too many input descriptors. More 
details on the simulator for the design of application specific architectures 
can be found in [7, 61. Based on statistical theories of generalization, the best 
generalization is expected from the least complex networks. In our simulator 
we search for the best network with a pruning scheme based on the Optimal 
Brain Damage technique of [lo]. We first train a large network that can eas- 
ily implement the training set. Subsequently we compute the saliency of the 
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weights of the network and delete a fraction of the weights with the lowest 
saliency. The network is re-trained and the procedure repeated as long as the 
pruned network is able to implement the training set. For noisy problems, 
of course, one would tolerate a certain amount of error on the training set in 
order not to overfit'. Our results indicate that pruning improves performance 
but, however, should be terminated well before reaching the smallest network 
that is able to do the training set. 

2 SHAPE PREPROCESSING 

As stated in the introduction, we used Fourier shape descriptors, i.e. the 
inputs to our neural networks were computed from the Fourier coefficients of 
the sequence of (2 ,  y) coordinate pairs viewed as complex numbers: z = z+iy. 
The complex representation of a sequence of N points becomes periodic with 
the definition: ZN+k = Z k .  The Fourier representation has the advantage that 
the description is rather robust to sampling the actual cell shape with different 
points and is rather insensitive to the number of points in the sample [3]. It 
also allows for finding descriptors which are invariant to translation, rotation, 
and the choice of a starting point in our description of the curve [18, 111. The 
invariances are important because they effectively increase the size of the 
training set. Using invariant inputs is roughly equivalent to enlarging the 
training set by adding rotated, renumbered etc. versions of each training 
sample. 

The invariances are achieved by transforming the shape to "standard 
form". For example, the centroid of the shape can be moved to the ori- 
gin by setting the zeroth Fourier coefficients equal to zero. The standard 
form inherent in the popular "elliptic Fourier descriptors" [ll] is based on 
the elliptic approximation for the shape which is obtained by truncating the 
Fourier series to terms with frequency one. This so-called primary ellipse 
then serves through its major axis to provide a natural starting point and a 
natural coordinate system which takes care of rotation and scale. The result- 
ing transformed Fourier coefficients are invariants which provide a complete 
description of the shape and are called the elliptic Fourier coefficients. 

To further reduce the complexity of the input representation, hence the 
network, we lumped the component by summing the energy in certain fre- 
quency bands. 

3 NEURAL CLASSIFIER 

Our simulation tool for design of adaptive neural architectures was described 
in [7,6]. The initial architecture is an ordinary feed-forward network with one 
hidden layer. The standard output coding scheme for multi-class problems 
is used, hence, each class is represented by a specific output neuron. The 

'For JXI implementation of this within time series prediction see [7l. 
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Figure 1: Reconstruction of cells from reduced sets of Fourier coefficient. (Solid: 
normal cell shapes; dotted: amorphous cell shapes) 

activation functions of the hidden neurons are hyperbolic tangents, while the 
activation functions of the output neurons are linear. The training error is 
the usual sum of squared errors. The learning algorithm adjusts the weights 
of the network in order to minimize the error function. For the hidden layer, 
a second order modification of the back-propagation algorithm with batch 
learning is used, and, for the output neuron, the matrix inversion algorithm, 
described in [9] is used. 

The algorithm used to adapt the neural network architecture is in brief 

1. Train the fully connected neural network using the learning algorithm. 

2. Use the Optimal Brain Damage method to calculate the saliencies of all 
the weights in the network. 

3. Find the weight in the network with the lowest saliency and remove 
this weight by setting it (permanently) to zero. If a hidden neuron is 
disconnected from the output neuron the hidden neuron is removed. 

4. Retrain the network using the learning algorithm. 

4 THE IMAGE DATABASE 

The image database used in this work consisted of digitized images of fix- 
ated and Papanicolau stained semen specimens collected at the Department 
of Growth and Reproduction, Rigshospitalet Copenhagen. Each image ob- 
tained contains a variable number of manually classified cells. The classifi- 
cations were far from certain and show that the problem includes significant 
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overlap between the categories. S i x  independent laboratory technicians classi- 
fied the images and on the average the technicians differed from the consensus 
classification on more than 15% of the samples. To simplify matters, we have 
restricted our attention to binary discrimination using two categories: “nor- 
mal” and “abnormal”. The set consisted of 50 cells; 25 from each category. 
The set was divided into a training set of 13 cells from each category, and a 
test set of the remaining 24 cells. 

Figure 2: An original grey scale image used for manual labeling of the sperm cells 
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Figure 3: Examples of the two kinds of sperm cells. 
Amorphous shape 

A) Normal cell shape B) 
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The feed forward net was configured with 20 input units. The first 16 in- 
put units contained normalized Fourier amplitudes corresponding to 8 low- 
frequency pairs. The remaining four inputs represented the accumulated 
energies of 2 intermediate-frequency bands. The phases of all the. Fourier 
components were discarded along with the amplitudes for the high-frequency 
components . The network has been initialized with random weights and a 
simple feed-forward architecture with 6 hidden neurons. It was found that 
the nets could be pruned significantly and that such pruning improved gen- 
eralization. The training and test errors during a pruning run are depicted in 
figure 5 .  Contrary to previous experience using the pruning strategy [7, 61, 
the network with minimum test error was not the network with the smallest 
architecture which correctly implements the training set. Furthermore, we 
suspect that this is generally to be expected for problems with small training 
sets and significant overlap between categories. We are presently working 
on a crossvalidation methodology for choosing the best architecture along a 
pruning sequence. 

Clasdfieation ern1 

Number of parameters 

Figure 4: Training (solid line) and test errors (dot-dashed) as pruning progresses. 
For reference, the test error level of a technician is about 15%. 

Inspecting the test errors it is found that pruning can decrease the error 
by about 25%. 
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Figure 5: Typical pruned network that can learn the training set (Solid line - 
Positive weight, Dotted line - Negative weight). 
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Figure 6: Two cell shapes from the test set that were not learned by the above 
network. A) normal cell B) amorphous cell. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

It has been shown that neural networks are useful for morphological clas- 
sification of cell shapes. Application specific architectures can be designed 
automatically which generalize well to an independent test set. The optimal 
architectures showed that only a few neurons and connections are necessary. 
Also it has been shown that preprocessing the cell shape coordinates us- 
ing the complex Fourier transformation provides a well-suited and compact 
representation of the data. The optimal networks use less input informa- 
tion than the human eye apparently found necessary. Current work concerns 
larger databases, multi-class classification, and crossvalidation methodologies 
for choosing the best network among a pruning sequence. 
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